Valedictory Editorial
It must have been in the month of August in the summer of 1999 when I first heard from Sage Publications. One night, I was upstairs in my home office coming to grips with the art of formulating emails on a second-hand, much used, desktop computer that I had recently acquired for £100. It was big and bulky and it worked. I could use "Word"; it also had software to send and receive emails on Freeserve. Suddenly, the machine pinged into life announcing the receipt of an email addressed to me. I opened the email and read it. It was perfectly composed. The sender/author of the email had read my recently published book (relevant to measurements in wound healing); he asked if this topic had adequate depth to be the focus of a journal? I sat staring at the screen wondering how many journals relevant to wound healing did I know? Of course, there was Wound Repair and Regeneration, the respected journal of the Wound Healing Society as well as Ostomy and Wound Care. But not much else came to mind. I was an editor of Angiology and had published in it; material relevant to vascular work featured in it though not wounds per se. I kept thinking about it for a while (was it for a day or two?) before replying to the effect that there was a niche for a journal.
Very soon, my correspondent who worked for Sage Publications, USA, reverted setting up a discussion of a journal. Over emails we worked through the potential readership as well as the focus of such a journal: I advised it should be cast around the clinical science of wound healing, it should be international, and appear at 3 monthly intervals. And after much thought, I added that the journal could start as a rolling textbook aimed to improve the quality of the published literature in this field of care. I cannot remember how long it took me to get to this point: I do recall an immediate response to the effect that the publisher had decided to produce such a journal. I was very pleased with their decision and sent my congratulations. Almost instantaneously, I was informed that the initiation of this journal depended on my accepting the role as its Editor-in-Chief! I was perplexed.
Bob Howard had joined Sage Publications and stepped into the scene at this point-dotted the i's and dashed the t's and we were off! Bringing together the Editorial Board was done very much on the hoof: Luc Teot excitedly agreed to join while I sounded him out as we queued to board a flight. Miltos Lazarides after a few animated minutes on the idea kindly accepted my invitation while we were walking to a session on venous disease at a meeting in Athens. Vijay Shula and Michael Stacey like others said "yes" to my long emails. My choice of journal title was accepted by Bob, who was also very supportive of my choice of Editorial Board.
I had started to work on another book that occupied the weekends: the journal project received my full attention at nights during the week. Many emails and conference calls with Sage Publications followed. Bob also visited me once in my hospital office in Southampton-The International Journal of Lower Extremity Wounds (IJLEW) was viable; I was sweating as I worked furiously toward completing the first issue, which appeared in March 2002.
Early issues were devoted to textbook chapters like papers with images and references of the best quality to develop the database step by step. We agreed and worked toward indexing first in SCOPUS, and then toward ISI. IJLEW was produced in the United States of America at that time-I set up regular conference calls with the Production Supervisor who helped me navigate in unknown waters. With time and experience it became easier to target production dates and to complete on schedule.
My editors and other reviewers were very considerate in responding helpfully and on time. When manuscripts were submitted by authors whose first language was not English, I took it on myself to redo and edit the manuscript till it was clear and unambiguous. Ren Ding, a research fellow in my laboratory, checked every manuscript to ensure both statistical calculations as well as the citations were flawless. Issue followed issue with metronomic precision. Rarely, if ever, did we notice the work of the legendary printer's devil! As the issues flowed, we decided to take the plunge and applied for acceptance to ISI and were accepted into the Science Citation Index. An early impact factor followed. IJLEW was in the premier division for journals.
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During this period, some other journals such as the Journal of Wound Care and International Journal of Wounds appeared, all strengthening the quality of wound care and the science. The production of IJLEW was moved to India where I worked first with Sid Dutta, then with Aparna Prusty who responded to emails with lightning speed, then on with Christy Batheja. These colleagues are absolute gems who urged me to work at top speed but without making me feel pushed! Regular communications channels have ensured a smooth flow of manuscripts through the process to production. During this period there had been another significant change: IJLEW included the topic of the diabetic foot within its focus. Even before this millennium started, it was clear that the management of the diabetic foot would be a major clinical challenge. I chose to include the topic within IJLEW's focus. Michael Edmonds was and continues to be a very supportive colleague on the Board. As other colleagues with a special interest in the diabetic foot joined the Editorial Board, we calmly reinforced it with vascular surgeons.
Other significant moves include the recognition of the potential of plant products first from India, from where Tuhin Kanti Biwas was a regular contributor, and then from China, Iran, and so on. IJLEW flowed on and on sometimes with thematic issues, always extending support to wound societies around the world. During all this time there was one very important constant: the background support from Sage Publications. The editorial freedom I have enjoyed gave me immeasurable buoyancy. Over and beyond this, we have had a friendly Editorial Board, which gives freely to IJLEW. Add to this a consistently helpful production department. And finally, a readership eager for knowledge and challenge. All these have come together to make IJLEW a successful and respected journal.
IJLEW informs and educates imparting analyzed, distilled, and synthesized information that is the basis of knowledge. Long will it continue. When does knowledge an entity that can be quantified become wisdom, I wonder? I found some guidance, in the words below, taken from Siddhartha by Herman Hesse:
Tenderly he looked into the rushing water, into the transparent green, into the crystal lines of its drawing, so rich in secrets . . . this water ran and ran, incessantly it ran, and was nevertheless always there, was always at all times the same and yet newer every moment. 1 This and the thoughtful, collegiate support of such colleagues as Stephanie Henkel. It is time to welcome our incoming Editor-in-Chief and wish our readers, a Happy New Year.
